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Boris Continuum Complete for Discreet® Sparks® Volume I Filter List

Volume I of Boris Continuum Complete for Discreet Sparks includes more than 70 Þlters in 
four Þlter categories.

Color & Blurs Category
Boris Continuum Complete for Discreet Sparks includes the following Color & Blurs Þlters.

BCC Artist’s Poster Filter

Artist�s Poster creates a posterized effect by reducing the image to eight �pure� colors (Red, 
Green, Blue, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black, and White) and processing each color separately. 
At its default settings the Þlter outputs the NTSC-safe color that is closest to each of these 
eight colors.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Blur Filter

Blur emulates the look of shooting in soft focus or with lens diffusion. This Þlter allows you 
to blur the horizontal and vertical components of the image independently.

Source image Horizontal Blur Vertical Blur
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BCC Boost Blend Filter

Boost Blend is a compositing Þlter that blends two independent layers and adjusts contrast 
in the blended pixels. Unlike most transfer modes, Boost Blend adjusts the mix only where 
the source and blend layers are different. Boost Blend is especially useful when you 
composite an image over itself and do not want the Apply mode to affect areas where the 
blended pixels are identical to the source pixels. The PixelChooser provides additional 
control over the selection of pixels to adjust.

Source layer Blend layer

Filtered Image FIltered Image

BCC Brightness-Contrast Filter

Brightness-Contrast adjusts the brightness and contrast in your image. This Þlter also has a 
PixelChooser, so you can select which pixels to adjust.

Brightness=–40 Brightness=0 Brightness=40
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BCC Color Balance Filter

Color Balance performs a true photographic RGB color correction, allowing you to make 
independent adjustments to the red, green, and blue channels of the image. 

Original Image FIltered Image

BCC Color Correction Filter

The Color Correction Þlter improves the color of images or creates dramatic color effects. 

Hue= –20 Hue=0 Hue=20

BCC Colorize Filter

Colorize uses a gradient of up to six colors to tone the image. All of the parameters in this 
Þlter can be animated and linked to other parameters.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Composite Filter

Composite offers a variety of options for compositing one layer over another. This Þlter also 
offers a PixelChooser for greater creative control.

Source layer Mix Layer

Normal Scale Screen Lightness

BCC Correct Selected Color Filter

This Þlter allows you to adjust a speciÞed range of colors in the source image, leaving colors 
outside the range unaffected. 

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Directional Blur Filter

Directional Blur blurs the image by displacing it in one direction. The effect is similar to how 
a photograph of a speeding object appears if taken with a slower shutter speed.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Gaussian Blur Filter

The Gaussian Blur Þlter implements a popular blur algorithm that produces smoother blurs 
but takes more time to render than the Basic Blur Þlter. Gaussian Blur softens the image by 
averaging each pixel with its neighboring pixels. The word �Gaussian� refers to the bell-
shaped curve commonly used in statistical analysis. The shape of this curve determines how 
much each averaged pixel contributes to the output.

Source image Filtered image

BCC HSL (Hue-Saturation-Lightness) Filter

Hue-Saturation-Lightness converts the image to the Hue/Saturation/Lightness color space, 
makes corrections to the image, and converts it back to RGB. 
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BCC Invert Solarize Filter

Invert Solarize inverts one or more channels in the source image.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Levels Gamma Filter

Levels Gamma provides options for adjusting contrast and eliminating noise in your image. 
Video shot at night or in poorly lit settings often contains noise in the dark areas. Increasing 
Input Black removes this noise by treating all areas darker than the Input Black setting as 
black. Washed out or overexposed images do not contain the full range of levels. Increasing 
Input Black and/or decreasing Input White can boost the contrast of the image.

Input Black=0 Input Black=75 Input Black=125
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BCC Motion Blur

The BCC Motion Blur Þlter creates a realistic blur on the motion in an image, simulating the 
effect of shooting a moving object on Þlm. The blur is based on the motion of the pixels in 
the image. For example, you could apply the Motion Blur Þlter to a clip of a speeding car 
and the car�s would blur while the background would not. The blur is most pronounced 
when the object moves quickly. Motion blur is not visible in static areas. 

Source image Source image Filtered image

BCC MultiTone Mix Filter

The MultiTone Mix Þlter uses the source image�s color, luma, or alpha information to create 
a toned image that uses up to Þve independent colors. MultiTone Mix works by creating a 
color map based on a speciÞc channel in the source image, then replacing each color range 
in the map with a new color.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Posterize Filter

Posterize reduces the number of colors in the image by independently reducing the number 
of discrete levels in each color channel. The resulting output image has a few distinct values 
of red, green, and blue, instead of having each value spread over the full range of 0 to 255. 
The Þlter also allows you to scramble the output values for additional creative control.

Posterization effects can produce hard edges that give the output image a rough 
appearance, which can be exacerbated by image compression and by the bandwidth 
limitations of analog video equipment. The Posterize Þlter provides several controls that 
deal with such problems by blurring and softening the posterized image.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Pyramid Blur

The BCC Pyramid Blur Þlter emulates the look of shooting in soft focus or with lens 
diffusion. This Þlter allows you to blur the horizontal and vertical components of the image 
separately. The functionality is similar to the former BCC Blur Þlter. However, BCC Pyramid 
Blur uses a reÞned pyramid algorithm that speeds rendering. When you create new blur 
effects, you should use this Þlter. 

Source Image Filtered Image
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BCC RGB Blend Filter

RGB Blend provides independent compositing of the source image�s RGB channels with the 
Mix Layer�s RGB Channels. The brightness and contrast of the composite can be adjusted 
independently for each channel. 

Source image Mix Layer

BCC Radial Blur Filter

The BCC Radial Blur Þlter creates a blur around a speciÞc point, simulating the affect of a 
zooming or rotating camera. The Amount option speciÞes the amount of blur, depending on 
the selection for Type. For a Spin blur, which applies blurs in circles around the center point, 
the Amount value indicates the degree of rotation. For a Zoom blur, which applies blur that 
radiates out from the center point, the Amount value speciÞes the degree of radial blurring. 

Source Image Filtered Image

BCC Safe Colors Filter

The BCC Safe Colors Þlter prevents clips from having saturation values that exceed the legal 
limits of broadcast standards. Use this Þlter to limit the values that are present in the image.
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BCC Spiral Blur Filter

The BCC Spiral Blur Þlter creates a blur or smear that appears as though it is spiraling 
toward the center of the image. 

Original Image Filtered Image

BCC Super Blend Filter

Super Blend is a compositing Þlter that allows you to superimpose up to Þve layers, then 
adjust and animate the view through each layer. If you imagine the composition as a series 
of layers of paint applied to a background layer, Super Blend lets you to move in and out of 
the composition by adjusting the distance between the viewer�s eye and the background, 
the thickness of the layers, and the distance separating each layer. This Þlter also offers a 
PixelChooser for greater creative control.

Viewer height

Layer 2

Layer 1

Layer thickness

Layer separation
Background

Layer
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BCC Tritone Filter

Tritone creates a toned image from the source image�s luma channel or any of its RGB 
channels. The Input Channel maps to a color range that goes from the Black Color to the 
Middle Color to the White Color. The default Tritone uses the source�s luma channel as the 
Input Channel to produce an image that is black where the source is black, white where the 
source is white, and blue-toned in the gray regions.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Unsharp Mask Filter

The Unsharp Mask Þlter uses a classic image sharpening technique similar to the method 
used to sharpen Þlm images. The source image is blurred, and the blurred image is then 
subtracted from the source. The resulting image is sharper and has more contrast. Unsharp 
Mask sharpens areas in an image with signiÞcant color changes by adjusting the contrast of 
edge details to create the illusion of image sharpness. This Þlter is useful for refocusing an 
image that appears blurry due to scanning, poor lighting, or other factors. 

Source image Filtered image

BCC Z-Blur Filter

Use the BCC Z-Blur Þlter with a Z-map image to emulate a rack focus effect. Move the focal 
plane through the source image, using the Z-map to control the focus. Adjust the focal point, 
depth of Þeld and blur parameters to Þnetune the area of the image to blur. 

You can also set a channel from the image clip, then use that channel to control the z-blur 
effect. This type of effect is most noticeable in real life with a long focal lens, such as a 
105mm or greater zoom lens.
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Effects Category
Boris Continuum Complete for Discreet Sparks includes the following Effects Þlters.

BCC Alpha Pixel Noise Filter

Alpha Pixel Noise adds noise to an image�s alpha channel. You can use this Þlter to create 
pixelated transitions between two images.

Alpha Pixel Noise transition

Time 00:00:01:00 Time 00:00:02:00 Time 00:00:03:00

BCC Alpha Spotlight Filter

Alpha Spotlight uses a spotlight to create or add transparency to the source image. For 
example, you can use Alpha Spotlight to create an effect in which the lit areas become 
transparent while the background is left opaque, or vice versa. 

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Burnt Film Filter

Burnt Film simulates the look of holes burning through a layer of Þlm to reveal another 
image. This Þlter provides control over the appearance of the burned edges and the burn 
rate, and allows you to use a custom alpha matte to set the shape of the burn holes.

Burnt Film transition

Time 00:00:01:00 Time 00:00:02:00

BCC Cartooner Filter

The Cartooner Þlter allows you to draw an outline around the edges in one of an image�s 
color or alpha channels. You can also use the Cartooner Þlter to turn a video source into an 
outline animation. The Þlter compares a selected channel in the source with a threshold 
value to create an edge map. Cartooner then blurs the map and strokes the edges in the map.

Edge Source Layer Filtered image
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BCC Colorize Glow Filter

The Colorize Glow Þlter is similar to the Glow Þlter but it generates the glow from a single 
channel and then applies a gradient to the glow. The Colorized Glow can be composited 
with the original image or viewed by itself.

Source image Filtered image

BCC DeGrain Filter

BCC DeGrain removes grain-sized noise from an image by analyzing a sample of the grain, 
then Þltering out image noise that has similar frequency (spectrum) and amplitude. 

BCC DeInterlace Filter

The BCC Deinterlace Þlter converts interlaced video clips into progressive-scan frames, 
such as footage shot on Þlm. DeInterlace can render �simulated TeleCine� style by adding 
pulldown. This Þlter can also convert 29.97fps NTSC video into 24fps Þlm-style frames.

BCC DeNoise Filter

The BCC DeNoise Þlter removes unwanted pixel noise from an image. DeNoise is especially 
useful when working with archival materials, as it lets you correct dark areas that show 
artifacts from Þlm emulsion or video compression. You may also want to use the BCC 
DeNoise Þlter when resizing 4:3 images to 16:9 aspect ratio. 

The BCC DeNoise Þlter distinguishes between moving areas and areas that are static. This 
allows the Þlter to selectively remove noise only from static areas. This preserves the full 
detail of areas that are in motion. 

DeNoise uses temporal and spacial smoothing to eliminate the artifacts, based on alternate 
frames in the video. Since the smoothing algorithm is based on a sequence of frames, it is 
difÞcult to show the effects of this Þlter in a still image.
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BCC Drop Shadow Filter

The BCC Drop Shadow Þlter allows you to apply an animatable drop shadow to titles or 
clips in the timeline.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Dust and Scratches Filter

The BCC Dust and Scratches Þlter removes unwanted dust and scratches from an image. 
The PixelChooser is especially useful to specify which areas the Þlter should affect. 

Original Image Filtered Image
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BCC Emboss Filter

Emboss simulates the appearance of an embossed or raised image by converting the source 
to a solid color and lighting the edges in the source�s luma channel. 

Source image Filtered image

BCC Film Damage Filter

Film Damage simulates the appearance of old Þlm stock. You can add scratches, grain 
particles, hair or Þbers, and dirt, dust, or water spots. Film Damage also allows you to 
simulate camera shake and a ßickering image.

BCC Film Grain Filter

Film Grain creates an auto-animated noise effect designed to simulate the appearance of 
grain particles in the emulsion of movie or photo Þlm.

When the Monochromatic checkbox is selected, the Red Amount, Green Amount, and Blue 
Amount add luma noise to each color channel, creating a grayscale grain effect. When this 
checkbox is deselected, the Amount settings add colored noise to each color channel.

Hair

Dirt

Scratch
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Monochrome on Monochrome off

BCC Film Process Filter

Film Process allows you to give video footage the appearance of having been shot on Þlm. 
This Þlter allows you to integrate different types of media in a single project. For example, 
match computer-generated animations with archival Þlm stock. You may want to combine 
this Þlter with the BCC DeInterlace, BCC Film Grain, BCC Film Damage and BCC Match 
Grain Þlters for the most realistic results.

BCC Glow Filter

The Glow Þlter uses a blur to create a glowing effect, highlighting the edges in the chosen 
channel. This Þlter is different from the Glow Þlter included in earlier versions of BCC; that 
Þlter has been renamed BCC Rough Glow. If you are creating a new effect, you should use 
the BCC Glow Þlter. 

The Glow Þnds the brighter parts of an image and then brightens those and surrounding 
pixels to create a diffuse, glowing halo. The Glow can also simulate overexposure of brightly 
lit objects. You can base the glow on either the original colors of the image or on a chosen 
channel. You can also use the Glow to create a gradient glow between two colors and to 
create multicolor effects with looping.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Glow Alpha Edges Filter

The BCC Glow Alpha Edges Þlter applies a glow that adheres closely to the contours of the 
image clip's alpha channel or mask. This Þlter is designed for use with masks or images that 
have an alpha channel. 

Original Image Filtered Image

BCC Match Grain Filter

The Match Grain Þlter copies the grain signature from a source clip and applies it to a 
destination clip. This helps to create a more realistic composite. The grain that is sampled 
from the source clip can be stored and reused with the separate Grain Preset options. 

The example used for this Þlter is a synthesized sphere composited into a clip that has grain. 
BCC Match Grain was applied to the sphere to match the grain from the clip to make it 
appear that the sphere was part of the scene.

Unfiltered Image Filtered Image
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BCC Misalignment Filter

The Misalignment Þlter simulates the effect of misaligned RGB color channels.

Unfiltered Image Filtered Image

BCC Mosaic Filter

Mosaic allows you to pixelate images to achieve a range of mosaic effects using a few simple 
parameters and a PixelChooser.

Source image Filtered image

BCC MultiShadow Filter

BCC Multi Shadow is a versatile Þlter which you can use to composite up to three 
independent drop shadows over a source image.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC RGB Edges Filter

RGB Edges Þnds edges in each RGB channel independently, creates a new RGB image from 
these edges, and applies the new image to the source using the chosen Apply Mode and 
Apply Mix.

Source image  Filtered image

BCC RGB Pixel Noise Filter

RGB Pixel noise applies noise to each of the RGB color channels independently. Alternately, 
you can use this Þlter to apply noise to the source image�s luminance channel without 
changing the pixels� colors.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Rough Glow Filter

The Rough Glow Þlter uses a blur to create a glowing effect, highlighting the edges in the 
image.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Scatterize Filter

Scatterize shufßes the pixels in the source image, creating a scattered effect. You can 
determine what type of scatter to create.

Source Image Uncontrolled Directional Radial

BCC Spray Paint Noise Filter

Spray Paint Noise applies a ßat spray paint color to the image. 

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Witness Protection Filter

The Witness Protection Þlter allows you to track the motion of an object in a media Þle. You 
can then use the motion path data to control another aspect of the effect. For example, track 
a logo on a t-shirt and use a blur to obscure it. You can apply a mosaic, blur, tint or 
brightness/contrast effect to the speciÞed area. 

Unfiltered Image Filtered Image
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Lights Category
Boris Continuum Complete for Discreet Sparks includes the following Lights Þlters.

BCC Edge Lighting Filter

The Edge Lighting Þlter Þnds edges based on pixel-to-pixel differences in any chosen 
channel in the source image or in the Edge Source Track and applies light to these edges. 
Highlights and Shadows are independently computed and can be blurred and applied 
separately to the source.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Glare Filter

The Glare Þlter creates an effect producing a sharp reßection. A luminance map creates the 
glare based on bright areas in the image. The rendering of this Þlter is OpenGL accelerated.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Glint Filter

The Glint Þlter creates a sparkle or ray burst effect. A luminance map creates the glints based 
on bright areas in the image. The rendering of this Þlter is OpenGL accelerated.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Glitter Filter

The Glitter Þlter creates a glittering or sparkling light effect. A luminance map creates the 
glitter based on bright areas in the image. The rendering of this Þlter is OpenGL accelerated.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Lens Flare and BCC Lens Flare Advanced

The BCC Lens Flare Þlter simulates a lens ßare�that is, streaks and spots of light on Þlm 
caused by light bouncing inside of a camera lens. Lens ßare is typically produced when you 
point a camera too close to the sun. You can also use this Þlter to produce a range of other 
creative effects. The ßare can be composited over the source image or you can generate a 
completely synthetic image. 

Continuum Complete includes both a BCC Lens Flare and BCC Lens Flare Advanced. The 
two Þlters are very similar except that BCC Lens Flare does not include all the parameters. 
BCC Lens Flare Advanced provides more options for controlling the effect; while BCC Lens 
Flare is streamlined for when you want to create a simple effect. The rendering of both Þlters 
is OpenGL accelerated.
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Source image Filtered image

BCC Light Sweep Filter

BCC Light Sweep creates a linear beam of light that sweeps across your image. The Þlter is 
physically modeled after a light that is inÞnitely far away. The light is inÞnitely wide in one 
direction, and falls off in the other. Light Sweep also has some very useful edge detection 
and edge lighting features.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Light Zoom Filter

The Light Zoom Þlter creates rays of light that spread out from the light source point in all 
directions. As the rays expand, their intensities are affected by the luminosities of the pixels 
that they cross. The farther from the source the ray extends, the less it is affected by the 
intensities of new pixels that it crosses. This process is referred to as attenuation, since the 
affect of the pixels on the intensity of the rays attenuates, or lessens, over time.

Colorize Image Light Matte

New Rays Light Suite Filters

The Rays Þlters are a collection of lighting Þlters that offer similar functionality to produce 
varying lighting effects. The Rays Þlters produce light which spreads from a source point, 
and is generated from a selected channel in the source image.

The Rays Þlters are designed so that the most frequently used controls are at the top level. 
Other controls are in subgroups by category. All of these Þlters share a common set of 
controls; most also include some specialized controls. 

Unlike most Þlters, you can load presets created in any Rays Þlter into another Rays Þlter. 
For example, you can create a preset in the BCC Rays_Wedge Þlter and open it in the BCC 
Rays_Streaky Þlter. 
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BCC Rays_Cartoon Filter 

The BCC Rays_Cartoon Þlter creates the light out of the Cartoon edges of the Þlter. Using it 
is the same as using one of the other Rays Þlters with the Light From menu set to a Cartoon 
Edges choice.

Source image Filtered image

BCC Rays_Puffy Filter 

The BCC Rays_Puffy Þlter light which spreads from a source point creating a soft, �puffy� 
appearance. The light is generated from a chosen channel in the source image.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Rays_Radiant Edges Filter 

The BCC Rays_Radiant Edges Þlter creates light from the edges of the image. This Þlter 
includes similar controls to the BCC Rays_Cartoon Þlter. 

Source image Filtered image

BCC Rays_Radiant Spotlight Filter 

The BCC Radiant Spotlight Þlter is a combination of a Light Ray Filter and a Spotlight. The 
spotlight can be used to matte either the light source or the rendered light. 

Source image Filtered image

BCC Rays_Ring Filter

The BCC Rays_Ring Þlter masks the light source with a ring. The resulting light is generated 
from a channel in the source image and spreads from a source point in all directions.

Source image Filtered image
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BCC Reverse Spotlight Filter

Using the Spotlight Þlter to precisely light a speciÞc area can sometimes be difÞcult. Reverse 
Spotlight allows you to deÞne the lit region and computes the Light Source, Target, and 
Cone Width from this region. The Near Corner, Far Corner and Light Squeeze controls in 
Reverse Spotlight replace the Light Source, Target, and Cone Width controls in the Spotlight 
Þlter. 

BCC Spotlight Filter

Spotlight generates a realistic spotlight that can be placed and aimed at a target point on the 
image using on-screen position points. A range of parameters provide full control over the 
shape, width, color, and elevation of the light; offer edge lighting capabilities; and even 
allow you to place gels over the light source.

Source image Filtered image
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Wipe Transitions Category
The Wipe Transitions category provides a collection of auto-animating wipes. While at their 
default values some of these wipes appear similar to basic SMPTE wipes, they include 
extensive parameters for you to customize. You can add wipe patterns and textures to the 
edges and assign an inßuence layer which pushes the wipe border in or out based on the 
value of pixels in a speciÞed channel.

BCC Criss-Cross Wipe 

The Criss-Cross Wipe combines two independent Multi-Stripe Þlters, to make wipes in a 
variety of patterns. At the default value, this wipe appears similar to a Grid wipe. 

Default Criss-Cross Wipe Criss-Cross Wipe with Influence

BCC Linear Wipe 

BCC Linear Wipe is similar to a Horizontal wipe. However, it offers more parameters for 
you to customize. This Þlter is similar to the BCC Rectangular Wipe Þlter, but wipes in a 
straight line.

Default Linear Wipe Linear Wipe with Influence
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BCC Multi Stretch Wipe 

The BCC Multi Stretch Wipe is a radial wipe with three additional stretch controls named 
Taffy Stretch.

Default Multi Stretch Wipe Multi Stretch Wipe with Influence

BCC Multi Stripe Wipe 

The BCC Multi Stripe Wipe is a similar to a Horizontal or Vertical Blinds wipe. It offers 
extensive controls to randomize the stripes parameters. 

Default Multi Stripe Wipe Multi Stripe Wipe with Influence
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BCC Radial Wipe 

BCC Radial Wipe creates a radial wipe with many controls for unlimited creativity, 
including Inßuence controls and preset edge patterns. At the default value, this wipe is 
similar to a Circle wipe.

Default Radial Wipe Radial Wipe with Influence

BCC Rectangular Wipe 

This Þlter produces rectangular wipes, using most of the controls from the BCC Radial Wipe 
Þlter. At the default value, this wipe is similar to a Box wipe.

Original Image Default Rectangular Wipe Rectangular Wipe with Influence

BCC Textured Wipe 

The BCC Textured Wipe creates a non-geometric wipe using the Inßuence layer and Texture 
settings. By default, the Inßuence is generated from the luminance.

.

Textured Wipe (influence on incoming water) Textured Wipe (Influence on Outgoing)
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